
Gadgets



There are a lot of different gadgets in 
our life. They make everything easier.

Easier - легче



You can find any information or 
location very quickly. 

They also have different applications. 

Location – место нахождения
Quickly – быстро
Different - разные



We can shop, take photos and be in 
touch with everybody all the time. 

Now it is very difficult to imagine our 
life without cell phones and 
computers.

Take photos – фотографировать
Be in touch – быть на связи
Difficult to imagine – трудно 
представить



However, there are some drawbacks. 
Children become lazier because they don’t 
have to think much. 

Everything is done and can be found in 
the internet. 

However – тем не менее
Drawbacks – недостатки
Lazier – ленивее



Besides that their health is becoming 
worse, because they spend much time 
playing games. 

That is very bad for their eyes.

Besides – кроме того
Is becoming worse – становится 
хуже



As for me, I think everybody should have 
a cell phone. 

It can help in different situations. 



For example parents can know where 
their children are. 

They can be used in emergency 
situations also, when people need help. 

Emergency situations – экстренные 
ситуации



That is why I have this gadget with me all 
the time.

All the time – все время



There are a lot of different gadgets in our life. They make 
everything easier. You can find any information or location very 
quickly. They also have different applications. We can shop, take 

photos and be in touch with everybody all the time. Now it is 
very difficult to imagine our life without cell phones and 

computers.
However, there are some drawbacks. Children become lazier 

because they don’t have to think much. Everything is done and 
can be found in the internet. Besides that their health is becoming 
worse, because they spend much time playing games. That is very 

bad for their eyes.
As for me, I think everybody should have a cell phone. It can 

help in different situations. For example parents can know where 
their children are. They can be used in emergency situations also, 
when people need help. That is why I have this gadget with me 

all the time.



There ______ a lot of ______gadgets in our life. They ______ 
everything ______. You can ______ any ______ or l ______ very 

______. They ______ have ______ applications. We ______ 
shop, ______ photos and ______ in ______ with everybody all 

the ______. Now it is very ______ to imagine our ______ 
without ______ phones and ______.

______, there are some ______. Children become ______ 
because ______ don’t have to ______ much. Everything is 
______ and can be ______ in the ______. ______ that their 

______ is becoming ______, because they ______ much ______ 
playing ______. That is very ______ for their ______.

As ______ me, I think ______ should ______ a cell ______. It 
can ______ in different ______. For ______ parents can ______ 

where their ______ are. They ______ be ______ in ______ 
situations ______, when ______ need ______. That is ______ I 

have this ______ with me ______ the ______.


